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Abstract: The U.S. Supreme Court is expected to overturn the Roe v. Wade decision of 1973 at

the end of June 2022. This action will give each of the 50 states to legallize or illegalize abortion

within their jurisdiction. 26 states are expressed intention to ban access to abortion which will

have extreme reprocussions in areas of reproductive health, politics, political affiliation, and

social divison. This journalistic piece composed of a future forecast article, a brief reporter’s

diary, and a Q&A with a life long pro-abortion activist explores what the future of the U.S. will

look like without national access to abortion. The lack in any in depth planning by either side of

the abortion movement will lead to an increase in the political party divide and inadequade

reproductive health care for American women, especially in the lower classes. In time, the young

generation will take up the fight and lead the pro-abortion movement to fight for greater abortion

rights.
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Part 1: Future forecast

It’s 2050. Americans are laser focused on the promises and campaigns of their representatives in

preparation for the upcoming midterms in November. The personalized aggression of culture

wars has taken over the political stage. Minority groups, despite having surpassed the white

population in 2045, are still taken advantage of by the top one percent. The now middle aged

Gen Z, who began their childhood with 9/11 and ended it with the Covid-19 pandemic, sit in

their house shaped cages reminiscing of the days when they were told the world would be their

oyster and they would be the savior generation, thinking to themselves:

How did we get here?

The Law Without Roe

When the 6-3 conservative majority Supreme Court overturned Roe v. Wade in the Mississippi

case in June 2022, no one was surprised. Feminist groups and abortion providers who saw the

writing on the wall when Donald Trump was elected had even prepared for it. “This was done in

November of 2016,” Pamela Merritt, executive director of Medical Students for Choice, said.

“It’s just been a very slow moving car crash.”

Once the decision is made official, the impact is immediate. The 12 states with trigger laws,

which have been approved but are not enforceable until Roe is overturned, either immediately

criminalize abortion or quickly pass through the state supreme court to legitimize the authenticity

of the trigger laws. Nine states still had abortion laws from before the 1973 decision that

automatically go back into effect. A total of 21 states illegalize abortion in the summer of 2022,

https://www.brookings.edu/blog/the-avenue/2018/03/14/the-us-will-become-minority-white-in-2045-census-projects/
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/the-avenue/2018/03/14/the-us-will-become-minority-white-in-2045-census-projects/
https://msfc.org/
https://www.guttmacher.org/article/2021/10/26-states-are-certain-or-likely-ban-abortion-without-roe-heres-which-ones-and-why


and with the numerous conservative judges with life terms put in place by the Trump

Administration, liberals can’t put up much of a fight. Laws defining personhood to begin at

conception come soon after.

US Abortion Laws

States with six week bans enacted prior to June are quick to follow. Kansas, dominated by the

Republican Party since its statehood in 1861, passes the Kansas No Right to Abortion in

Constitution Amendment, completely eliminating abortion access in the Midwest region of the

U.S. In less than a six month window, abortion is criminalized in over half of all states in the

country.

People don’t stop suddenly needing abortions just because they no longer have access to it.

Abortion funds had a choice: Stay in the conservative states and fight the new laws, or relocate

their services elsewhere. Some say leaving anti-abortion states was no different than admitting

defeat, others say staying to fight would’ve been a lost cause.

“Even though, logistically it’s nightmare-ish, in the short term, activists, particularly abortion

funds, have been working on this problem for years,” Merritt said. In 2016 some abortion

providers started to move abortion services to where they would remain legal, but it was a long

process, and lots of facilities, finances, and human resources were lost in transit.

Annual US Abortion Rate

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/03/08/missouri-abortion-ban-texas-supreme-court/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/03/08/missouri-abortion-ban-texas-supreme-court/
https://infogram.com/us-abortion-bans-1h8n6m39q8goz4x
https://ballotpedia.org/Kansas_No_Right_to_Abortion_in_Constitution_Amendment_(August_2022)
https://ballotpedia.org/Kansas_No_Right_to_Abortion_in_Constitution_Amendment_(August_2022)
https://mashable.com/article/abortion-law-supreme-court-case
https://infogram.com/cdc-data-graph-1hxr4zxeq9dvq6y?live


Young girls and women living in conservative states were, and still are, the people who need

access to abortion the most. The overwhelming majority of school districts have no sex

education and the churches preach abstinence. History has proved time and time again that

abstinence is not successful, and no one is surprised when it doesn’t work this time either. The

pregnancy rate increases. Those who can afford it—mainly middle to upper white class women

—cross state borders, where they can still get an abortion. Affording an abortion means more

than just paying for the procedure. It also includes, at minimum, travel expenses and several days

off from work, which is a significant cost for low-come for women.

Aiding a minor in crossing state borders to access abortion was illegal before Roe was

overturned and people had the right to sue anyone they suspected to be a part of helping a

woman obtain an abortion. Conservatives crack down on travel bans between states and even

into Canada. Legislators first attempt to scare people, as they have with doctors in the past using

TRAP laws. These laws consist of prohibiting the performance of abortions regulating medical

and structural qualifications, specifying the distance from a clinic to a hospital, etc. New

legislation rewards $10,000 to anyone who reports someone for seeking an abortion, and declare

anyone who helps a woman to have an out of state abortion an accessory to murder. Even the taxi

driver is now liable to prosecution.

US Trap Laws

https://www.govinfo.gov/app/details/BILLS-117s109is#:~:text=To%20amend%20title%2018%2C%20United,of%20parents%20in%20abortion%20decisions.
https://www.guttmacher.org/evidence-you-can-use/targeted-regulation-abortion-providers-trap-laws
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/03/08/missouri-abortion-ban-texas-supreme-court/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2022/03/08/missouri-abortion-ban-texas-supreme-court/
https://infogram.com/us-trap-laws-1h7g6k07q9m302o?live


Low income earners and people of color, which are generally the people who need abortion

services the most, can’t afford to travel out of state for abortion services. They look online to

acquire RU-486 via mail. Police combat this by setting up fake websites to catch people who are

looking for abortion pills. Every miscarriage and still birth becomes a murder investigation. The

only methods left are illegal and dangerous. Upon learning of an unwanted pregnancy, people’s

first reaction is to panic. They don’t stop to think about what abortion funding was available

online or out of state that would work with them around the law to get what they needed.

Women abuse the Morning After Pill and RU-486 to perform self-abortions, seriously injuring

themselves. The Morning After Pill, Plan B, cannot be used to terminate a pregnancy. It prevents

an embryo from implanting into the uterine lining. RU-486, the Abortion Pill, can be used to

terminate pregnancy up to the ten week mark by blocking the progesterone hormone that is

needed to carry out pregnancy.

Other women are forced to carry a pregnancy to term, which comes with its own lengthy set of

complications. “As a country that already has the worst maternal outcomes in the developed

world, forcing people to enter the most dangerous nine month conditions. It’s far safer for people

to have an abortion than continue a pregnancy,” Merrit said. In the 10 years since the loss of Roe,

laws and policies restricting abortion have been tweaked to the point where finding loopholes

allowing for abortion access are impossible to find, and the threat of severe punishment prevents

most people from trying. Through trial and error, Americans have learned how to access abortion

without getting caught, or have learned to adjust to the consequences of their specific situations.

https://usafacts.org/data/topics/people-society/health/maternal-early-childhood-health/reported-abortions/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=ND-StatsData&gclid=CjwKCAiAvaGRBhBlEiwAiY-yMOqXHbmA2r1_BwIM7TsviPJfdfoz29-NGNJrPXcwDp5OEjK3u-1cwxoCy8MQAvD_BwE
https://usafacts.org/data/topics/people-society/health/maternal-early-childhood-health/reported-abortions/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=ND-StatsData&gclid=CjwKCAiAvaGRBhBlEiwAiY-yMOqXHbmA2r1_BwIM7TsviPJfdfoz29-NGNJrPXcwDp5OEjK3u-1cwxoCy8MQAvD_BwE
https://www.nacdl.org/getattachment/ce0899a0-3588-42d0-b351-23b9790f3bb8/abortion-in-america-how-legislative-overreach-is-turning-reproductive-rights-into-criminal-wrongs.pdf
https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/75174/WHO_RHR_12.02_eng.pdf;jsessionid=4E98715F593701018AB38F3D860EC2F1?sequence=1
https://apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/75174/WHO_RHR_12.02_eng.pdf;jsessionid=4E98715F593701018AB38F3D860EC2F1?sequence=1
https://www.cdc.gov/reproductivehealth/maternalinfanthealth/pregnancy-complications.html
https://www.cdc.gov/reproductivehealth/maternalinfanthealth/pregnancy-complications.html


Politics without Roe

Abortion has been used as a political weapon by the Democratic and Republican parties since

before 1973. The end of Roe forces politicians to change tactics. This is easier said than done

when abortion rights have a significant influence on single-issue voters and more neutral voters.

The Republican Party in particular depends heavily on this campaign platform.

“I’m sure that there are those in the Republican National Committee that are horrified of Roe v.

Wade being overturned,” Eric Scheidler, the executive director of the anti-abortion Action

League, said. “For decades, they’ve been able to make promises to anti-abortion people that they

haven’t had to keep. Because of the culture war over this. You only have to look so far as some

of the Supreme Court justices who were appointed to overturn Roe and who didn’t.”

Scheidler is among a vocal contingent of anti-abortion activists to advocate for the best quality of

living from the beginning to the end of life, which they have defined as from conception to death

(see more on Scheidler’s policies here). This means putting more effort towards a better welfare

system and social equality. Providing aid to those in less than ideal child-rearing situations

allows them to explore other options instead of looking to abortion for the answer. However,

politicians have a different idea.

Abortion is a sensitive topic that people are uncomfortable talking about. Now, Republicans

don’t have to. Roe is gone, but the victory is deceiving. A significant portion of Republican votes

come from single-issue voters who share a conservative abortion view but otherwise identify

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/8274866/
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/09/texas-republicans-abortion-roe-wade-supreme-court-precedent.html
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/09/texas-republicans-abortion-roe-wade-supreme-court-precedent.html
https://prolifeaction.org/
https://prolifeaction.org/
https://prolifeaction.org/fact_type/where-we-stand/


with more progressive ideas. Republicans cannot afford to lose these voters, so they have to take

up a new winning platform.

Party Affiliation 2022

The subject matter of a new platform is crucial. The views presented by both parties on abortion

are only truly representative of the extreme right and extreme left. The majority of Americans

would be happy with more abortion restrictions and regulations but no bans.

Activists and educators continue to promote their anti-abortion ideas. Terrisa Bucovinac, a

colleague of Scheidler and the founder of Progressive Anti-Abortion Uprising, thinks adopting

more socialist ideas is the best solution. “What we are hoping for, as a movement, is for

communities to step up. For our nation to recognize the real needs and the inequality between

women and men, between people of color and white people, recognizing the systemic injustice

that exists underneath everything.”

Anti-abortion activists hope the end of Roe would create the need for a stronger commitment to

social justice policies because people can no longer fall back on abortions as a solution. “We see

abortion as being an enabler of oppression,” Bucovinac said. She favors socialist reforms, but

cannot provide anything more than vague policy concepts she supports. There is no concrete plan

on how to combat the issues of the future.

https://infogram.com/party-affiliation-2022-1h7g6k07dqpk02o?live
https://www.economist.com/podcasts/2021/09/17/why-does-abortion-divide-america
https://paaunow.org/


“The community is going to need to step in and provide,” Bucovinac said. “Where we see states

actually providing funding to pregnancy centers is really critical. Pushing for paid family leave,

pushing for social programs.”

Similarly, Scheidler has narrowed his focus to the community level. “Part of what I’m trying to

do right now is to talk to other anti-abortion leaders and have these conversations to present these

views. It’s sort of a group think. We’re conservatives, we want lower taxes, we want lower

regulation, we don’t like social programs, we’re skeptical of welfare. There’s problems in the

system, we don’t want to forget any of that.”

Herb Geraghty, executive director of Rehumanize International, an organization that seeks to end

abortion. As a nonprofit, non-partisan organization, the group does not have a legislative agenda

or take specific policy positions on social reform. “I am more about the big ideas and really

identifying for people that these different forms of violence that my organization focuses on are

problems before we can even work to get to the solution. We are opposed to abortion, we are

opposed to capital punishment and we are opposed to embryonic stem cell research. Exactly the

way to legislate things outside of those is not something we take stances on.”

These empty plans are not lost on the pro-abortion movement. “I think it’s horribly

disingenuous,” Heather Shumaker, director of state abortion access at National Women’s Law

Center, said. “The states with the worst outcomes for pregnant people, children, and babies are

the states with the highest abortion restrictions. I don’t think that that’s an accident.”

https://www.rehumanizeintl.org/
https://nwlc.org/
https://nwlc.org/


The lack of funds and political support is not the only reason anti-abortion activists fail to

increase the country’s welfare so people don’t feel the need to turn to abortion. Roe is

overturned, enough people think the fight is over after that. The anti-abortion movement loses

support, resources, and traction, the Republican Party lose their single-issue voters.

The argument Democrats have used against the Republicans is that they aren’t anti-abortion, but

pro-birth. Once the infant is born they don’t care about it anymore. With the lack of any social

welfare policies enacted despite the best intentions, the Democratic Party pulls no punches,

reinvigorating their attack on the anti-abortion movement with this newfound explicit evidence

to support their arguments.

The aggressive approach does not get the progressives very far and political debates become

even more heated and toxic. These tactics have the opposite effect of changing people’s minds; it

makes them more defensive and loyal to their parties, even if they aren’t in complete alignment.

The polarization of Americans skyrockets. In the 20 years since the loss of Roe, the American

people are more divided than ever, influencing political issues beyond the abortion culture war.

Polarization and People Without Roe

Americans vote along their party lines to give said party more power in the Capital. Elected

officials do the same, voting for policies their party has introduced and voting against any they

have not. This trend began in 2012 with the reelection of Obama, reached an all time high after

2016, and increased again after the repeal of Roe in 2022.

https://aninjusticemag.com/people-who-claim-to-be-pro-life-are-often-just-pro-birth-8353f722bee6
https://aninjusticemag.com/people-who-claim-to-be-pro-life-are-often-just-pro-birth-8353f722bee6
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2019/07/18/americans-say-the-nations-political-debate-has-grown-more-toxic-and-heated-rhetoric-could-lead-to-violence/
https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2014/06/12/political-polarization-in-the-american-public/
https://www.jstor.org/stable/26600448
https://towardsdatascience.com/political-partisanship-a-look-at-the-data-e71946199586


Republicans haven’t generally brought forward many state welfare policies. The same policies

many anti-abortion groups support. “This is a big problem for the GOP,” Bukovinac said. “So

many people that I meet that are Pro-Life are only voting Republican because of the life issue. If

the left dials back from their abortion extremism, they’re going to see people from the right

moving over.”

The people who endure the immediate affect of the abortion ban are the people in poverty and

people of color. The people who might not have the time or money to begin pro-abortion rights

protests. The white upper class have the means to access the resources they need. The ban is

more of an inconvenience to them and not a life or death situation. The wave of restriction laws

that were enacted in the years following Roe hit a wider range of people and angered even more.

These laws include policies regarding bodily autonomy, birth control, and privacy; the issues that

sparked Roe v. Wade. People lose access to support and resources that had been a part of daily

life. Protests gain more traction, led by the young generation.

“The people who are going to be the movers and shakers here are going to be the young people.”

Cheryl Meyer, professor at Wright State University and author of The Wandering Uterus: Politics

and the Reproductive Rights of Women, said.

When Roe was repealed, Generation Z was mostly in their 20s, old enough to raise children if

they wanted to, but that wasn’t the most popular opinion. Gen Z were college students with a

newfound sense of freedom and ready to take up a professional career. Having a baby wasn’t on

https://nyupress.org/9780814755624/the-wandering-uterus/
https://nyupress.org/9780814755624/the-wandering-uterus/
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2021/11/19/growing-share-of-childless-adults-in-u-s-dont-expect-to-ever-have-children/


their radar, or something they had time for. They are known for being the generation of

reclaiming identity and inclusiveness. Their sex positive culture, seen as reckless sexual

decisions by conservatives, relies on access to reproductive health services and education.

Things change for Gen Z after Roe, things they used to take for granted are gone, most of them

are angry. They’ve been on the frontlines of movements before, and they have no qualms with

doing it again.

In the 30 years since the loss of Roe, Generation Alpha has taken the torch from their

predecessors and the cycle of change continues. “The only time we see reforms is when horrific

things happen. The total chaos in the world right now may not be a bad thing,” Meyer said back

in 2022. “I’m going to rely on history and say this is what always happens. It’s not quick, but it

does happen.”

https://www.adrenalineagency.com/blog/gen-z-culture-builders/#:~:text=According%20to%20Cross%2Dcultural%20Gen,definitions%20of%20race%20and%20ethnicity.
https://www.adrenalineagency.com/blog/gen-z-culture-builders/#:~:text=According%20to%20Cross%2Dcultural%20Gen,definitions%20of%20race%20and%20ethnicity.


Part 2: Reporter’s diary

If it weren’t for my mother, I would have never connected my monthly fits of vomiting to

menstruation. Even then, it took longer than it should’ve for us to figure it out. Two years passed

between the time I was 13, vomiting for eight plus hours into a clear Ziploc bag in the middle of

an airport floor, and the very first time I went to the gynecologist. All I could think about was

how much I absolutely did not want a physical exam of any kind. I lucked out. I don’t remember

much from my first visit other than how freakishly similar my doctor looked to my best friend’s

mom and how utterly confused I was. My mom and doctor were throwing around words like

“endometriosis” and “exploratory laparoscopy” and other fancy medical terms that did not come

up in my one week of Sex Ed in my highschool health class. They might as well have been

speaking a different language.

I’ve learned a lot since that first visit, and I’ve had to teach a lot to my friends, both male and

female, since then too. I’ve told them no, women do not pee from the vagina. Yes, birth control is

essentially named for its side effects. No, abortion rights and reproductive rights are not remotely

the same thing. Birth control is used for medicinal purposes to treat conditions such as PCOS,

lessen the pain of menstrual cramps, and much more than just a method of contraception.

Abortion rights is the right to access an abortion. Reproductive rights, or more accurately

reproductive justice, is the right to have children when and how they want to. Working on this

article about the future of America without Roe v. Wade was another learning experience. Not so

much in reproductive rights, but how people think about reproductive rights.



I’m from Westchester, New York: a blue county surrounded by blue counties in a blue state

surrounded by blue states. I never really came across someone whose opinion was polar opposite

to mine. Needless to say, I was excited to speak with the people leading the anti-abortion

movement. While they did not change my opinions of reproductive health, it was truly

fascinating. How these activists presented the work of their movement and respective

organizations was something entirely new to me.

I spoke with several anti-abortion activists, and they all struck me as defensive. Not in a way that

suggested aggression or disrespect, but as a defense mechanism created after too many people

who didn’t take their opinions seriously. Every opinion was supported by evidence. As a

journalist, this was everything I could want in a source. However, it didn’t sound like they were

giving me facts to support their arguments, but as if to prove their opinions had merit and

evidence to support them. Herb Geraghty, executive director of Rehumanize International, told

me, “When I’m talking to someone who is pro-abortion or Pro-Choice and they don’t necessarily

have a problem with abortion, it’s kind of hard for me to talk about solutions to health care that’s

needed because people feel like they need abortions, if that person doesn’t see anything wrong

with abortions in the first place.” They weren’t defensive in an aggressive way, they were

defensive in a desperate way.

Answers to my questions began with “well, actually…” or “this is very liberal terminology

because…” and, “even RBG said this about….” Some sources jumped on the opportunity when

asked to explain further, re-energized by talking with someone who didn't immediately reject

their opinions based on party loyalties or turn the conversation into an argument, rather than just

https://www.rehumanizeintl.org/


listening. Other sources never even gave me a chance. They can’t talk with progressives about

solutions to America’s shortcomings when they don’t recognize said issues as problems in the

first place. It was as if there was almost no point in talking to me because I couldn’t understand

the way they wanted me to.

The polarization, partisanship, and division of Americans that continues to increase as the Roe

debate gets more heated has blurred the line between conversation and attack on individual

beliefs. Americans have lost the ability to debate without taking counter arguments personally.

The abortion disputation has become a circle of offence and defense. Each side is prepared to

ruthlessly defend their position to an opposition they don’t expect to actually take their

perspective into account, and are just waiting for their turn to speak.

The art of political debate has become personal, political affiliation even more so. People are

more prone to vote in favor of their party even if they don’t fully support their platforms. There

are two major parties, each with about half of the American population’s support. Nothing will

get done if America keeps voting for red or blue instead of what they truly think will benefit the

country. A lesson can be learned from how we talk about abortion. My conversations with

anti-abortion activists could’ve been more meaningful if they didn’t expect me to immediately

disregard their opinions, even when I ensured them I didn’t. If this country wants to move

forward, it needs to learn how to engage in tough conversations and consider happy mediums as

the best solutions instead of one extreme or the other.



Part 3: Q&A

Starting with the foundation of Our Bodies Ourselves in 1969, Judy Norsigian has dedicated her

life to reproductive justice. She has contributed to all editions of OBOS and is currently the chair

of the board of directors of the organization in order to pursue her goal of educating women in all

areas from bodily autonomy, reproductive health, and helping women to find the resources and

support they need. On one of her nightly walks in her hometown of Newton, Massachusetts, to

help strengthen her hip after replacement surgery last year, she allowed me to accompany her via

phone to discuss the future of reproductive justice. Listen below for an excerpt of our

conversation and hear Norsigian’s future outlook, comparison of circumstances in 1973 and

2022, response to anti-abortion sentiments, and advice for

today’s young activists.

Judy Norsigian, photo source: Our Bodies Ourselves

https://youtu.be/CxxwTYnExU4

https://www.ourbodiesourselves.org/
https://youtu.be/CxxwTYnExU4

